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Product Features:
Closed (push to open) lid available shortly for Lanfill + Organics
Landfill

Mixed Recycling

Organics

Landfill

Paper

Modular Design - choose from 1-4 bins to suit your recycling streams
Connectors lock bins together to form one station
Bin liner locked into place with patented mechanism
New Zealand designed + made

Paper

Bottles and Cans

Comingled Recycling

Glass

Mixed Recycling

Implementation information provided

Benefits of Open Plan Recycling:
Standalone bins provide flexibility - streams and number of bins can
be changed as your workspace grows

Specifications:
60L capacity (per bin)
> CAD files available
NZ Pat 620337
NZ Reg Des 418203
AUS Reg Des 11087/2014
Made from polypropylene

Visible bins - promote environmental awareness and engage staff in
your environmental policy
Fewer desk bins to empty - save cleaning time and cost
Avoids cabinetry - inflexible and expensive
Create a new perception of recycling - be proud of your bins
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recycling is a beautiful thing

Method
OurStory:
Story:
Method: -Our
Steven and India Korner are from design
disciplines which drive the core values of
Method. They provide beautiful products
that work to make recycling a simple,
stylish part of the modern office.
Keen to have their own business the
Korners bought Total Bins in 2011. Based in
the Wairarapa and Wellington they travelled
New Zealand in a van selling wheelie bins,
bags and recycling labels to supermarkets,
rest homes, holiday parks, schools and
business - from bins for the Curly Tree
Whitebait Company in Haast to sanitiser to
retirement homes in Auckland.
India and Steve were surprised at the poor
quality of recycling solutions available for
modern offices. They saw sophisticated
corporate
environments
where
the
recycling system was an afterthought – in
conflict with the aesthetic created by
architects and designers.
Ugly bins were hidden in cupboards or in
the kitchen. Despite recycling at home few
made the transition to recycling at work
although
many
companies
prided
themselves on being sustainable.

Steven harnessed his expertise in
ergonomics and plastic design and got to
work. His five years at Fisher and Paykel
Healthcare, leading a team designing
award winning products, provided insight
into the design and production process
required to produce the perfect bin.
India drew on her experience in business
and design. With a Graphic Design degree
from Massey, she worked in Commercial
Leasing at Colliers Auckland where she
saw the beginning of a global move towards
corporate sustainability and the creation of
the New Zealand Green Building Council.
Steve and India at Method have spent three
years designing the perfect office recycling
bin: a beautiful, functional solution for
recycling and rubbish.
Designed to simplify the process of
recycling - ENJOY!
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